In cellular networks, cell range is a key parameter for network planning and optimization. With the advent of new radio access technologies, it is not easy to obtain a good estimate of the nominal cell range on a cell-by-cell basis due to the complexity of physical layout in a real network. In this work, a novel geometrical method for estimating the cell range based on Voronoi tessellation is presented. e inputs of the method are site locations, antenna azimuths, and antenna horizontal beamwidths. e method is tested with a real dataset taken from a live LTE network. During assessment, the proposed method is compared with traditional approaches of estimating cell range. Results show that the proposed method improves the accuracy of previous approaches, while still maintaining a low computational complexity.
Introduction
With the increasing complexity of mobile networks, radio network planning has become a challenging task for mobile operators. e aim of planning is to find a cost-effective deployment solution to offer subscribers the best network performance in terms of coverage, capacity, and connection quality [1] [2] [3] . For this purpose, in the initial preplanning stage, the required site density is estimated based on link budgets. en, in the nominal planning stage, optimal site locations are determined in terms of network coverage and capacity. In the final detailed planning stage, the best site configuration is selected. In all these processes, estimating the nominal (i.e., planned) Cell Range (CR) is a critical task since it influences the number of required base stations, their geographical location, and the optimal antenna settings (e.g., transmit power or tilt angle) [1, 2, 4, 5] .
An improper network modeling during the planning stage can lead to suboptimal system performance during network operation.
is problem can be solved by improving network models with live measurements (a.k.a. measurement-based replanning) or counteracted by tuning radio network parameters (a.k.a. network optimization). In both cases, an accurate estimation of the nominal cell service areas is critical to obtain good results [4, 6] . An example of such a need is the automatic method proposed in [7] to detect cells with overshooting problems. In that method, the actual (i.e., measured) cell range, obtained from Time Advance (TA) statistics [8] , is compared with the nominal cell range. In such a comparison, any deviation of the nominal cell range causes that a cell is classified as an overshooter or not. Similarly, the planning methods proposed in [9, 10] for selecting the best antenna tilt angle based on geometric considerations strongly depend on the nominal CR.
Traditionally, operators use two different approaches to estimate the nominal cell range in mobile networks. e first approach consists of using commercial cellular network planning tools [11] , mainly based on static systemlevel simulators that allow analyzing coverage, capacity, and quality of service related issues. One of the key processes performed during a step simulation is the dominance area calculation and, thus, nominal cell range. In this process, the link losses from each base station to each position in its calculation area are estimated by using network configuration parameters for base stations, mobiles stations, and the network area and different propagation models that allow to simulate path losses in a real environment [12] . Static simulators obtain an accurate estimation of network parameters but assuming a high computational load, especially for highdensity scenarios. us, cellular network planning tools are used, generally, in the initial preplanning stage where time requirements are not so restrictive. Alternatively, a geometric calculation of nominal cell range is also commonly used for operators. Geometric calculation is uniquely based on physical information of base stations (e.g., location of base stations).
is approach consists of a simple method that allows to obtain, with a considerable grade of accuracy, an estimate of cell range with a very low computational load by avoiding to use complex tools in its process. us, it is an efficient alternative used by operator to be integrated in their network management systems for optimization processes since it is able to be executed over large geographical areas in seconds.
In an ideal cellular network with regular geometry, the geometric CR (i.e., the distance to cell edge) can be estimated analytically by using the inter-site distance (ISD) [13] . Specifically, the CR in a hexagonal grid scenario is ISD/ � 3 √ with omnidirectional antennas, and ISD/3 with trisectorized antennas. However, in a live scenario, sites are unevenly distributed to deal with factors such as topography, cost, or availability, causing that cell shapes are irregular [14] . Moreover, new radio access technologies (4G/5G) will result in the deployment of a higher number of small cells, increasing the complexity of physical layout [15] . us, the CR cannot be calculated by using the distance to the nearest site.
Current operator practice is to compute the nominal CR of a site by averaging the distance to some of the nearest sites.
en, the number of nearest sites selected is limited in an attempt to avoid considering several rings of adjacent cells. Unfortunately, the best number of nearest sites is difficult to define, as it depends on the specific scenario [16] . For simplicity, such a parameter is set to a fixed value, leading to inaccurate CR estimates in many cases. To solve these limitations, some authors use Voronoi tessellation [17, 18] to define the polygon representing the service (or dominance) area for every site [14, [19] [20] [21] [22] . Such a diagram can then be used to choose the nearest sites more accurately and, consequently, to estimate the ISD [21] . Once the nominal ISD is obtained, CR is estimated as half of the ISD value. e main limitation of this method is that the CR assigned to all cells in a site (i.e., cosited cells) is the same, which is seldom true in the live network. Such inaccuracies can jeopardize the benefits of network planning and optimization methods that rely on CR estimates (e.g., [7] ).
In this work, a geometric method to calculate the CR based on Voronoi tessellation is presented. e main novelties are that (a) CR is calculated on a cell (and not on a site) basis, (b) CR depends on the antenna pointing direction of each cell (i.e., azimuth), and (c) the antenna beamwidth value is used to define the cell border (i.e., side of the service area). us, a more accurate estimation of the CR is obtained with a low computational cost. e analysis is extended by checking the impact of the proposed method on the performance of the cell overshooting detection algorithm described in [7] . e main contributions of this work are (a) a novel and computationally efficient method to estimate the CR on a percell basis suitable for radio network optimization processes; (b) a comprehensive analysis of the proposed method in a real scenario, showing the limitations of current practice and how these can be solved by the new approach, and (c) an evaluation of the impact of CR estimates on the performance of a classical cell overshooting detection algorithm in a live LTE network.
e rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the current method used to calculate the CR on a site basis. Section 3 describes the method proposed to calculate the CR on a cell basis. Section 4 shows the results obtained by the method in a real scenario. Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions of the study.
Calculation of Cell Range on a Site Basis
In a network consisting of n sites, an estimate of CR can be obtained by calculating the average distance to the k nearest sites, where k < n [21] . us, the average ISD from site s to the k nearest sites is defined as
where dist(s, m) is the Euclidean distance from site s to site m. Once the average ISD of site s is calculated with the k closest neighbor sites, the CR of cell c located in site s is calculated as
where ISD s,k is the ISD of site s calculated by using the k nearest sites. Note that CR site Figure 1 shows an example of how the current method works. CR site is represented by a dashed circumference and the pointing direction of cell by a solid arrow. In this example, it is assumed that the number of nearest sites used for ISD calculation (represented by crosses with dotted circles) is 6, and the solid arrow represents the pointing direction of the cell. From the figure, it is clear that the previous method has several limitations, the foremost of which is the calculation of the ISD at a site level, causing that all cells in the same site are assigned the same CR value (represented by a dashed arrow). Moreover, the CR of a cell is only based on the distance between the site where the cell is located and surrounding sites. However, in a real network, the service area of a cell with directional antennas is mainly determined by the sites that are in the pointing direction of (i.e., in front of) the cell.
Calculation of Cell Range on a Cell Basis
To solve the above-described problems, the CR should be computed in a cell level making the most of geometric considerations. is is done in the method described next.
e method consists of three stages: Voronoi tessellation, cell border definition, and computation of average distance to cell border.
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Voronoi Tessellation.
A Voronoi diagram is de ned as a partitioning of a plane into regions based on the distance to points in a speci c subset of the plane [23] . Let P p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n be a set of points in the plane, called nodes. ν(p i ) is de ned as the Voronoi cell of p i formed by the set of points q in the plane that are closer to p i than to other nodes. us, the Voronoi cell of node p i is de ned as
where dist(p i , q) is the Euclidean distance from node p i to point q and dist(p j , q) is the Euclidean distance from node p j to point q. ν(p i ) can also be de ned as an intersection of planes. Given two nodes, p i and p j , the set of points that are strictly closer to p i than p j is the open half plane whose line that separates the two half planes is the perpendicular bisector between p i and p j formed by those points equidistant from these two nodes. is half plane is denoted as h(p i , p j ). us, the Voronoi cell of p i is de ned as Figure 2 shows an example of Voronoi diagram for a set of nodes taken from a real cellular scenario. Nodes (represented by crosses) in the gure represent the sites of the network. It is observed that each Voronoi cell contains all the nearest points to each node, representing the dominance area of the site.
ere are several algorithms to compute the Voronoi diagram. e computational complexity of most of them is O(n 2 ), where n is the number of nodes. However, some algorithms use more e cient methods that reduce the computational complexity to O(n log n) [23] . An example of the latter is Fortune's algorithm [23] , used in this work.
Cell Border De nition.
Once the Voronoi diagram is constructed for the whole scenario, the next step is to de ne the cell border from the Voronoi cell generated for each site. Such a cell border is later used to compute the CR (i.e., distance to cell edge).
e process to estimate the cell border is shown in Figure 3 . e inputs to the methods are site locations (represented by crosses), polygons de ning the Voronoi cells (solid lines), antenna pointing direction in the horizontal plane (arrows), and beamwidth (θ). All the required data (except Voronoi polygons) are included in network planning les used by the operator. e cell border can be obtained graphically by the intersection between the straight lines de ned by the beamwidth (dashed lines) and the outline of the Voronoi cell (solid lines). To automate the method, it is necessary to nd the line equation of each line segment de ning the cell shape (labeled as L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 in the gure). For this purpose, the coordinates (x, y) of all intersection points (A, B, C, and D, in the gure) can be obtained by matching the equations of the Voronoi cell segments and those de ned by the beamwidth.
en, intersection points that are not located in the pointing direction (arrow) are discarded (C and D in Figure 3) . Finally, cell border consists of the line segments de ned by the nondiscarded intersection points (A and B) and the Voronoi cell (solid lines). Note that, depending on the beamwidth value and the shape of the Voronoi cell, the cell border is de ned by di erent line segments.
Computation of Average Distance to Cell
Border. e nal step is to obtain the CR value from the cell border. For this purpose, the average distance from the site to all segments de ning the cell border is calculated analytically. As the cell border can consist of more than one segment, it is necessary to calculate the average distance from the site where cell is located to each of those segments.
e average distance from a point P to a line segment L can be calculated by a simple transformation in the coordinate system. Figure 4 illustrates that change. In the new coordinate system (X′Y′), the line segment under calculation must be located in the positive x-axis. In the new coordinate system, the average distance between the point and the line segment, dist(P, L), is de ned as
where (x p ′ , y p ′ ) is the point location in the new coordinates system and l L is the length of the line segment L. e integral shown in (5) can be solved analytically as
where a and b are x p ′ and y p ′ , respectively. Once the average distance between the site and each segment of the cell border is known by using (6), a weighted average distance is obtained based on the length of each segment. Such a weighting operation ensures that the average distance is dominated by longer segments. us, the CR of cell c is computed as
where n seg (c) is the number of segments in the border of cell c and dist(s, L i ) is the average distance from site s to line segment L i . e proposed geometric method has a limitation for cells in sites located at the border of the scenario when there is no other cell in their pointing direction. As observed in Figure  2 , the Voronoi cell in these cases is not bounded and extends to in nity in the pointing direction of the cell. us, it is impossible to calculate the CR by using the geometric method, as the segments de ning the cell border cannot be identi ed. In the absence of a better estimate, the CR might be set to the maximum cell radius given by the link budget in that scenario [4] . Note that such an estimate would still be more accurate than assigning the CR of the other cells in the same site, as the service area of border cells tends to be large.
Performance Assessment
In this section, the above-described methods of computing the CR on a site and cell basis are compared based on the results obtained in a real LTE network. e analysis is rst focused on the CR values obtained by each method. en, the analysis is extended by checking the impact of the proposed methods on the performance of the cell overshooting detection algorithm proposed in [7] . Finally, the computational load of both methods is evaluated.
Analysis Set-Up.
Most of the analysis is done in an urban scenario consisting of 160 LTE cells, distributed in 54 sites. In this area, only a single carrier is deployed. e dataset Mobile Information Systems includes (a) the geographical location of all sites in the area, as well as sites in the surroundings to avoid border e ects, (b) the pointing direction of each cell (i.e., azimuth), and (c) the number of cells in each site, used to de ne the antenna beamwidth (e.g., if there are three cells in the same site, the beamwidth value is 360/3 120°).
To compare methods, the following indicators are calculated:
(1) CR at cell level, CR cell , which is the indicator proposed in this work, computed as in (7). (2) CR at site level, CR site , which is the indicator used in prior works, computed as in (2) with the k 6 nearest sites. e value of 6 sites intends to take into account the rst tier of neighbors.
Comparison is done by computing CR relative di erences as
e cell overshooting detection algorithm presented in [7] is used to check the impact of estimating CRs by di erent methods (i.e., site level or cell level). In the algorithm, candidate cells for downtilting are ranked based on the comparison of the nominal (planned) and real (measured) cell edge.
e actual maximum serving distance of each cell, hereafter referred to as measured cell range, can be derived from TA measurements collected by the base station (eNodeB) [24] . e TA procedure adjusts uplink transmissions to ensure that the downlink and uplink subframes are synchronized at the base station.
us, the TA value can be directly mapped to the distance between the user and the base station (i.e., eNodeB in LTE). In LTE, TA resolution is 0.52 µs (78 m). A statistical TA distribution for each cell can be generated by collecting TA measurements over long time periods (e.g., one day). From this data, the measured CR, CR meas , is de ned as the 95th percentile of the TA distribution (i.e., the distance exceeded only by 5% of the users served by the cell). Once the measured and nominal CRs are known, the ratio between both indicators can be used as an indicator of cell overshooting. Speci cally, the overshooting ratio (OVSR) is de ned as the ratio between the measured and the nominal CRs. A large value of OVSR in a cell indicates that the cell is capturing users farther than planned. us, the higher the ratio, the higher the need to increase antenna tilt of the cell.
To measure the computational load, both methods are implemented in Matlab © . e Voronoi tessellation is computed by the Voronoi routine [25] . en, the methods are tested in two scenarios, consisting of 160 and 12,500 LTE cells, distributed in 54 and 2966 sites, respectively. All methods are executed in an Intel © Core i5 dual-core computer with 2.6 GHz clock frequency and 8 GB of RAM. In this case, method assessment is done based on the execution time.
Results
A comparison of methods is rst carried out by checking the correlation between the indicators CR site and CR cell . From this analysis, two abnormal cases are identi ed and discussed in more detail. Figure 5 shows the comparison of CR values obtained by the methods. e x-axis represents CR site values, whereas the y-axis represents CR cell values. Each point in the gure represents a cell in the scenario. To ease the comparison, regression line is superimposed. It is observed that, even if site-level and cell-level CRs are related, correlation is not strong, which is clear from the modest value of the determination coe cient (i.e., R 2 0.45). In some cells, the di erences between site-and cell-level estimates are noticeable. Speci cally, relative di erences range from ε site,cell −61% (outlier #2) up to 128% (outlier #1), with −1.86% as the average value. e following analysis is restricted to abnormal cases, as the rest of cases show similar results for CR cell and CR site , deduced from the low average value of the relative di erence (−1.86%). To nd the cause of such di erences, a closer analysis is carried out on the two extreme cases highlighted in Figure 5 .
e rst abnormal case (outlier #1) corresponds to a cell with CR in a cell level much smaller than CR in a site level (i.e., CR cell ≪ CR site ). Figure 6 depicts the local environment of this cell in more detail, showing site locations (crosses), the Voronoi diagram (polygons), the cell azimuth (arrow), the 6 neighbor site locations (crosses with dotted circles), the CR in a site level (dashed arc), and the CR in a cell level (solid arc). As observed in the gure, the analyzed cell has a nearby site just in front of it, but the other 5 nearest sites used to calculate the CR site are farther. us, CR site (dashed circle) is much larger than CR cell (solid line). e other abnormal case (outlier #2) corresponds to a cell where the CR estimated in a cell level is much larger than in a site level (i.e., CR site ≪ CR cell ). Figure 7 shows the situation where the closest site in front of a cell is much farther than the 6 nearest sites used to compute CR site . is causes that the CR obtained by averaging ISDs, CR site (dashed arc), is smaller than the one obtained from polygons in the Voronoi diagram, CR cell (solid arc). Note that, in both abnormal cases, the correct solution is given by the proposed method, as it can adapt to the local di erences between cells of the same site. the values, it can be veri ed that CR relative di erence in a real environment can be of up to 128%.
Having detected large di erences in the CRs obtained by both methods, the following experiment checks the impact of each method on the cell overshooting detection algorithm presented in [7] . For brevity, the analysis is restricted to the two cases presented above. e analysis is carried out by computing the overshooting indicator with the nominal CR obtained in a site and a cell level. Figure 8 represents the case of a nearby site located in front of the cell under study. It is observed that CR meas (gray ll) is much larger than both CR estimates (CR cell , represented by a solid arc, and CR site , represented by a dashed arc). e exact values of the measured CR and OVSR in a site and cell level are shown in Table 2 . As observed in Figure 8 , the arc de ned by the measured CR largely overlaps with the Voronoi cell of the neighbor sites. is is a clear indication that the tilting angle of the cell under study is incorrectly planned. Table 2 con rms that, with CR cell , the cell overshooting indicator has a larger value, and the cell would therefore be prioritized in next replanning actions. In contrast, using CR site leads to a lower value of the overshooting indicator, which would be interpreted by the operator as if the tilt angle was not very wrongly con gured or even properly set. Figure 9 shows the other case where the closest site in front of the cell is very distant. In this case, the measured CR, CR meas , is similar to the nominal CR in a cell level, CR cell . Table 2 con rms that the OVSR for the cell-level solution is close to one (i.e., ratio c 0.98), showing that the real and nominal CRs in a cell level are pretty close. us, no replanning action would be triggered. In contrast, the measured CR, CR meas , is much larger than the nominal CR in a site level, CR site , causing that the OVSR for the site level solution is much larger than 1 (i.e., ratio s 2.52). is might trigger an unnecessary replanning action.
From these results, it can be concluded that the proposed geometric method for estimating the nominal cell range outperforms the classical approach, since it gives nominal CR estimates closer to those intended in the planning stage.
Computational Complexity.
e two approaches to compute the nominal CR are tested in two scenarios: the urban scenario comprising 160 cells (referred to as S1) and a larger scenario consisting of 12,500 cells (referred to as S2), covering 131.000 km 2 with very di erent environments (rural, urban, and dense urban). Table 3 shows the time required to calculate CR cell and CR site in both scenarios. It is observed that, in the small scenario, both methods have a similar execution time. However, in the large scenario, the proposed geometrical method takes one-third of the time needed for the approach based on averaging ISDs. Speci cally, in the large scenario, CR cell time is 7.1 s whereas CR site time 22.5 s. is is explained by the computational complexity of the methods. e complexity the method based on average ISDs is O(n 2 ), where n is the total number of sites, as it has to compute the distance between every pair of sites to identify the 6 nearest sites. In contrast, the complexity of the geometric method based on Fortunes algorithm is O(n log n). ese results show that the proposed method is the best option for large scenarios.
Conclusions
In this work, a geometric method for estimating the nominal cell range on a cell-by-cell basis in a cellular network has been described. e inputs of the method are common planning data, such as site locations, antenna azimuths, and antenna horizontal beamwidths.
e method has been tested with a real dataset taken from a live LTE network. During assessment, the proposed method has been compared with the classical approach of estimating cell range, based on averaging the inter-site distance. Results have shown that, in a real scenario, relative di erence in the nominal CR estimates obtained by the methods can be of up to 128%. A visual inspection of the results in speci c cases has shown that the proposed geometric method leads to more realistic CR values.
is is mainly due to its capability to consider local di erences between sectors of the same site. en, CR estimates have been used to build a cell overshooting indicator for each cell as in [7] . Results have shown that the classical approach fails to detect overshooting cells in some cases. e proposed method is conceived to be integrated in network planning and optimization suites running in the network management system. Unlike other approaches based on propagation predictions, it is easy to develop, as there are very e ective codes in the public domain implementing Fortunes algorithm. Execution times are low enough to obtain nominal cell ranges of large geographical areas in seconds. It can also be used to obtain the nominal cell range of a newly added cell and update that of surrounding cells. e method can be applied to any radio access technology. Likewise, it can be extended to multilayered heterogeneous scenarios, provided that a separate Voronoi diagram is built for each network layer.
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